
 

 

Here is a list of some great Apps to support learning in the areas of Executive Functioning, Reading,                  

Writing, and Math: 

 

● PHOTO MATH - This app allows you to take a photo of a math problem and the app will                   

read the problem and show you the steps to solve it.  

● LEARNING ALLY - This is a wonderful app with downloadable books that are human              

narrated with a voice text feature as well, to have narration and printed text. (Ask your school                 

district for a code as this is being offered to schools free during remote learning. 

● GHOTIT - A collection of software and apps for students with dyslexia and/or dysgraphia to               

help build reading and writing independence. 

● MENTAL NOTE - This app allows students to create customized multi-sensory notes. 

● GINGER PAGE - This is a word processing app with a contextual spelling and grammar               

feature. 

● NOTABILITY - Quickly create and edit notes by dragging and dropping documents, photos,             

or audio recordings from the desktop. • Get more done with keyboard shortcuts. 

● YOUNOTES - This app allows users to take notes using a variety of different methods. Users                

who benefit from learning visually can take advantage of YouNote!’s ability to take notes              

using hand-drawn images. For those who learn better from auditory cues, this app also allows               

users to take voice-recorded notes.  

● INCLASS - This app is geared towards middle-school, high-school, and college-aged           

students and lets users add class times, professors, homework, and due dates to their calendar.  

● NUDGE - REMINDERS - This app lets you map specific sounds to specific tasks. If you                

have difficulty with the concept of time, the Nudge app will play the same music every day to                  

remind you it’s time to eat lunch, do your homework, or walk the dog. 

● CLAROpdf - This app can recognize image text and read it aloud with synchronized              

highlighting.  
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● SPELL BETTER - This app acts as a basic word processor that provides spelling support by                

suggesting words as characters are typed. It has two unique features, however, that are worth               

noting. First, if students tap and hold a selection in the word prediction bar, the app will                 

provide the pronunciation and dictionary definition. Second, students can have all of the word              

prediction choices read out loud in the order they appear before making a selection.  

● MOD MATH - This is an adaptive program to assist students in acquiring math skills from                

basic arithmetic to complex algebraic equations. The app lets you type math problems right              

onto the touch screen of an iPad rather than write them out long-hand. 

● MIND MEISTER - This cloud-based tool lets students create mind maps to structure their              

thoughts, prepare reports, summarize books, study for exams, and much more. 

● TEACH YOUR MONSTER TO READ - Your child teaches their own friendly monster to              

read through a blend of phonics and sight word games. The app is well-balanced between               

practice and engaging play. 

● SIGHT WORDS - This app  allows you to customize words to practice during use of the app.  

● EVERNOTE - A tool that allows you to capture a note or memo in any format (web clip of a                    

product or service review for reference, photo of a business receipt, audio file, or text meeting                

or handwritten notes). 

● CUE BRAIN - This app uses interactive flashcards and quiz sessions to teach foreign              

language vocabulary on-the-go.  

● EQUATE FORMULA SOLVER - This is an all-in-one formula calculator for students that             

provides a library of equations for math, chemistry and physics.  

● iPROCRASTINATE - Tasks can be broken up into smaller more doable chunks, and             

students can also assign priority and set up recurring tasks. 
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